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From snow to ice... Meyer has you covered.
Meyer Products has made a commitment to deliver the highest quality snow and ice control equipment in the industry. We’ve
transformed the way we develop, design, manufacture and deliver every product we sell. That’s why over the past few years
we have undergone a complete transformation. The tradition continues with our full line of premium s preaders. Our spreaders
are the perfect solution to controlling snow and ice, while maintaining lots and roadways. From the front to the back of your
vehicle, look to Meyer...we have you covered.
Visit				
www.MeyerProducts.com for more information.

Some models shown with
optional equipment.

A complete line of premium spreaders for a wide range of applications.
Meyer spreaders cover a wide
range of products including
compact, easy to maneuver
broadcast spreaders that
provide four-season
performance.

Adding a spreader to your
vehicle is a sound investment.
Our versatile line of insert
hopper or tailgate spreaders
is the perfect choice with
products that perfectly match
any application. 3

From easy on/off mounting to
wireless controllers, our dump
truck line of spreaders adds
functionality to your vehicle,
while providing optimum
performance.
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Tailgate spreaders

Shown with optional halogen rear work
and brake lights. Part #34610

Q U I C K FA C TS
TYPE: Tailgate
VEHICLE: Light pick-ups to
1-ton pick-ups, tractors with
3-point hitch
CAPACITY: 350 lb, 750 lb
MATERIALS: Salt, 50/50
salt-sand, and sand
CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene

The industry’s best
warranty protection
3 YEARS* Standard
5 YEARS* On all

structural steel and hopper
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* Blaster Spreaders only with
on-line registration.

Meyer Blasters.
More power. Greater reliability.
Meyer® Blaster™ Spreaders have the most powerful spreader motor
available. The Blaster’s unique ½ horsepower, direct-drive motor is rated
at up to 70 amps of surge power to grind through those annoying chunks
of salt or sand. And the direct-drive system applies the torque directly
to the auger.

Tail g at e s pr e a d e r s

One-touch Auto Control
One-touch operation provides you total control over Blaster spreaders. The illuminated in-cab controller
(patent pending) includes on/off switch, blast mode which provides an on-command 70 amp surge,
and a vibrate mode. Regulate the spinner speed with the variable speed controller. Spinner stops
automatically when brake is applied.

7 Blaster Mounts Available
Meyer mounts fit SUV’s, light trucks
and 1/2 ton+ vehicles.
Both 350 and 750 Models
 Receiver Mount (most popular)

350 Models
   3-point Hitch Mount
 Flat Bed Utility Adapter

Replaceable automotive style fuses.

 Flat Bed Mount

750 Models
 Hinged Mount
 Dump Truck Mount
 Fixed Mount

Toughest motor available.
Originally designed for military use, the Blaster's 1/2 HP motor is the most powerful
motor available today. The direct-drive system links the motor directly to the auger,
creating up to 75% more auger power to easily grind through large chunks of
material and provide an even material spread pattern.

➊
➋
➌
➍
➎
➏
➐

Stainless steel shaft
Cast iron end bells
Double sealed ball bearings
Marine grade caulking at all joints
Water tight harness connections
Extra large armature and copper windings
Powder coat finish

Blaster Options

EZ-Swing Gate
Allows access to your vehicle bed by
swinging the spreader out of the way.
Mounts to the receiver hitch.
Part # 35100

Motor Guard

Helps protect motor during use.
When added to the 750R, it serves as
a storage stand when the spreader is
removed from the vehicle.
Part #36407

Flow Gate Control

Sets the material flow rate based
on the material being used.
Part #34900

Hopper Screen

Prevents large chunks of material into
the hopper. Improves material flow.
½" x ½" or 2" x 2" screen size available.

Part #34701 (½"x ½")
Part #34700 (2"x 2")
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Tailgate spreaders

Meyer Blasters.
Let you spread a wide variety
of materials.
Meyer Blaster™ Spreaders features a flexible application
system to spread different materials for meeting
changing conditions. Utilizing different augers and
options you can get the spreader that’s right for you.
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Blaster 350S

Create a material application system
that’s right for you.
We know that spreading a wide variety of material requires the spreader to have different
performance characteristics. That’s why Meyer Blaster Series Spreaders give you the ability
to customize the configuration based on the type of material being spread. From auger
options to vibrator kits, you can create the ultimate spreading machine.

Auger Options

Spiral Auger Is perfect for
spreading rock salt, calcium
chloride and other ice melt
materials. Comes standard on all
models except 350S and 750S.

Fine Salt Auger Kit
This auger is designed to provide
maximum performance when spreading
fine salt without clogging or tunneling.
Includes all mounting hardware.
Recommended to be used with the
sander/vibrator kit (Part #34600).
Part #34118

Chain Auger Kit
Helps break up material and provide
excellent flow when spreading sand and
gravel mixes. Includes all mounting
hardware. Recommended to be used
with the sander/vibrator kit (Part #34600).
Part #34109

Sander/Vibrator Kit
Standard on 350S and 750S m
 odels,
lets you spread a 50/50 blend of rock
salt and sand or sand only. Includes
extended auger, vibrator, vibrator
mounting plate, baffle plate and
vibrator harness. Part #34600
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Tailgate spreaders

Q U I C K FA C TS
TYPE: Tailgate
VEHICLE: 3/4-ton + pick-ups,
tractors with 3-point hitch
CAPACITY: 700 lbs (9.0 cu. ft.)
MATERIALS: Salt, 50/50
salt-sand, fertilizer, seed
CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene
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Meyer Mate XL.
Strap-mounted tailgate spreader
attaches quickly without tools.
With a generous 9.0 cubic foot capacity (700 lbs), the Meyer® Mate™
attaches conveniently to your vehicle in minutes without tools. It comes
fully assembled for quick installation to your truck’s tailgate and bumper –
with no drilling required. Various mounting choices are available including
a swing-out option that moves the unit out of the way, allowing the owner
to access the bed of the truck from the tailgate.

Tail g at e s pr e a d e r s

Mounts in minutes...No tools required.
The Mate conveniently mounts to the vehicle’s tailgate in minutes with a heavy-duty, adjustable strap...
no tools required. A built-in handle makes installation quick and easy.

Indestructible Poly Hopper
The Mate is molded entirely from polymer material
and is strapped onto the tailgate. This means you’ll get
years of dependable, rust-free performance without
having to drill or deface the vehicle.

Replaceable
automotive style
fuses.

One-touch Auto Control

Power, Direct Drive Motor

One-touch operation provides you total control over Mate spreaders.
The illuminated in-cab controller (patent pending) includes
on/off switch, blast mode which provides an on-command 70amp
surge, and a vibrate mode. Regulate the spinner speed with the variable
speed controller. Spinner stops automatically when brake is applied.

A commercial-duty 1/8 HP,
12V direct-drive motor drives
the spinner directly off the motor
drive shaft, providing positive,
energy-efficient power to the agitator
system for optimum performance
and reliability.

Mate™ Options

3-Point Hitch

Top Screen

Motor Guard

EZ-Swing Gate

Allows the Mate to be used on
agricultural equipment. Part #38200

Breaks up clumps to improve
material flow. Part #38260

Protect motor from damage. Mounts
to receiver hitch. Part #38250

Allows you to use the tailgate when
Mate is attached. Part #38010
7

INSERT HOPPERS SPREADERS

Medium-duty V-box spreader
shown with optional equipment.

Insert Hopper Spreaders.
Meyer offers a complete and diverse line of insert hopper spreaders that
are as varied as the conditions you run into everyday. From bed lengths
to numerous drive options, these are just a few choices available with
our complete insert hopper spreader line.
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INSERT HOPPERS SPREADERS

Meyer® has the insert hopper for you.
Choose your hopper body.
Poly

Stainless Steel

Carbon Steel

Choose your spreader’s drive.

Electric
12V sealed motors

Engine over Hydraulic

Gas

Available in 10.5 HP
Briggs & Stratton engine.

Central Hydraulic

Available in 10.5 HP Briggs & Stratton
engine or a 11.0 HP Honda engine.

Utilizes your vehicles hydraulic system.

Choose your material.
Salt, sand, limestone, cinders or any free-flowing granular material.

The choice is yours.
		Spreader Type

Hopper Body	Drive Options	Material Delivery System

		 Meyer Polyhawk

Poly

Electric, Engine over Hydraulic or Gas

Drag Chain			

Meyer PV

Carbon Steel or Stainless Steel

Gas or Central Hydraulic

Drag Chain			

Meyer LPV

Stainless Steel

Electric or Gas

Drag Chain			

Meyer Utility LPV

Stainless Steel

Electric or Gas

Belt Over Chain			

Meyer MDV

Carbon Steel or Stainless Steel

Gas or Central Hydraulic

Drag Chain			
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INSERT HOPPERS SPREADERS

Polyhawk shown with
optional equipment.

*

Q U I C K FA C TS
TYPE: Insert Hopper
VEHICLE: ¾-ton –1-ton pick-up trucks
LENGTH: 8 foot

Meyer Polyhawk.
Indestructible hopper provides years
of maintenance-free service.

CAPACITY: 2.0 cubic yds
MATERIALS: Salt, 50/50 salt-sand,
and sand
CONSTRUCTION: Polyethylene
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The Meyer® Polyhawk™ is designed to be your spreader not only for
this season, but for many to come. Featuring an unprecedented
ten-year warranty on the virtually indestructible polyethylene hopper,
Meyer dares you to compare the features of the Polyhawk to any other
poly hopper spreader on the market.
* 10 year warranty applies to poly hopper only.

INSERT HOPPERS SPREADERS

Wireless Controls
Meyer includes a standard wireless controller for your
gas spreader. No wires running underneath your vehicle.
No drilling holes in your cab to mount a controller. Simply
load your spreader in the back of your truck and you are
ready to spread.
Our fully integrated wireless controller allows you to start
and choke your engine as well as engage your drive
system in a simple to use hand-held, wireless controller.

Spread material exactly where you need it.
With Meyer’s two internal and four external baffle adjustment systems, you’re
able to put down material in the right place, every time. Whether you want to
spread four feet to the left, four feet to the right, or spread a thirty foot pattern,
you can easily adjust the spreading pattern to meet your unique demands.

Swing-up Spinner
Fork Pockets
Standard on the Polyhawk, fork
pockets allow you to quickly install
or remove the spreader from the
vehicle using a forklift.

The Polyhawk’s swing-up spinner
assembly makes clean-up, material
discharge and off-season storage
convenient and easy.

Polyhawk Options

Poly Tarp Kit
Prevents moisture or foreign
material from entering the hopper.
Part #63684

Sure-Flow™ Vibrator Kit
Delivers over 200 lbs. of force to break
up stubborn materials and provide
even material flow to the sprinner.
Part #63390
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INSERT HOPPERS SPREADERS

Pick-up V-box shown with
optional equipment.

PV/LPV/Utility LPV

Q U I C K FA C TS
TYPE: Insert Hopper
VEHICLE:
¾-1 ton pick-up trucks (PV)
½-1 ton pick-up trucks (LPV)
utility vehicles (Utility LPV)
LENGTH: 7 and 8 foot (PV)
5, 6, 7 and 8 foot (LPV)
3 and 4 foot (Utility LPV)
CAPACITY: 1.8 - 2.0 cubic yds. (PV)
.56 - .96 cubic yds. (LPV)
.3 -.43 cubic yds. (Utility LPV)
MATERIALS: Salt, 50/50 salt-sand,
and sand
CONSTRUCTION:
Carbon or stainless steel (PV)
Stainless steel (LPV and Utility LPV)
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Meyer PV.
Maximize the performance
of your pick-up.
In the snow and ice control industry, time is money. So go with the leader in
pickup truck spreaders…Meyer.® Our versatile line of insert hopper spreaders
fit most utility vehicles to 1-ton pick-up trucks and share many of
the same time-saving, long-lasting features of our larger MDV series
spreaders. Meyer PVs are available in 7 and 8 foot lengths and
have 1.8 and 2.0 cubic yard capacities.
The Meyer PV lets you take control.
Meyer’s PV operating system is fully controlled from the comfort
of the cab. The fully integrated wireless controller allows you to
start and choke your engine and engage your drive system in a
simple to use hand-held, wireless controller.

INSERT HOPPERS SPREADERS

Adjustable Internal Baffles
Adjustable External Baffles

Puts material exactly where you need it.
Meyer’s unique internal/external baffle system (cutaway shown above) lets you spread material
exactly where you need to put it. The two internal and four external baffles let you spread four
feet to the left or four feet to the right, or 30 foot center spread.

Get more from your
utility vehicle.

Inverted-V

Drag Screen/Chain

Our inverted-V helps prevent
material from bridging and slowing
down the conveyor.

Meyer includes many performance-enhancing components as standard.
Our screens break up large clumps of material which can cause damage to the
drag chain and reduce performance. In addition, we include bolt-in chain shields
as standard to prevent material from building up in the drag chain and slowing
you down.

Looking to get more “utility” from
your utility vehicle? Then look to
Meyer’s Utility LPV (low-profile v-box).
This all-season belt-over-chain
designed spreader conveniently
fits into the back of today’s most
popular utility vehicles. It spreads
fertilizer, seed, salt, sand and
other top dressings with greater
capacity and increased spreading
width than hitch-mounted utility
vehicle spreaders.

PV Options

30-gallon Liquid
Pre-Wet System
Decreases salt consumption and
reduces ice and snow melt time.
Part #63938

Six-inch Side Extensions

Sure-Flow™ Vibrator Kit

Adds approximately .66 cubic yd.
capacity to the spreader.

Delivers 200 pounds of force to break
up even the most stubborn materials.

Part #63924 (7ft. Carbon)
Part #63895 (8ft. Carbon)
Part #63925 (7ft. Stainless)
Part #63926 (8ft. Stainless)

Part #63390
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INSERT HOPPERS SPREADERS

Medium-duty V-box shown
with optional equipment.

Q U I C K FA C TS

Fork Pockets.

TYPE: Insert Hopper
VEHICLE: 15,000 GVW and up
LENGTH: 9 foot and 10 foot
CAPACITY: 4.0 and 4.5 cubic yds.
MATERIALS: Salt, 50/50 salt-sand,
and sand
MATERIAL Movement System:
Drag chain or Auger
CONSTRUCTION: Carbon steel or
stainless steel
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Meyer MDV.

Thanks to our patented fork pockets,
no overhead crane is required to move
your MDV in and out of your truck. All
you need is a forklift to quickly install or
remove it from a vehicle.

Large capacity with unmatched versatility.
Your customers have demanded more and you plan on delivering. With a
Meyer® Medium Duty V-box Spreader (MDV), you’ll deliver quality ice
control that separates the top dogs from the part-timers. For 15,000 +
GVW vehicles, Meyer’s MDV is designed to give you increased material
capacity and more versatility.

INSERT HOPPERS SPREADERS

Spinner swings up and out of the way.
Our no-tools-required swing up spinner easily swings up and out of the way for ease of storing the unit flat. Another added benefit
of the swing up spinner is at the end of a shift, you can easily unload any material left in the hopper by simply swinging up the
spinner and running the conveyor.

Internal/External Baffle

Drop N Loc Screen

Wireless Controls

Spreading material where you want it is not a problem with two internal and
four external baffles. These easy-to-adjust baffles can be changed in seconds
to meet your unique demands..

Our Drop N Loc top screens break
up large clumps of material which
can cause damage to the drag
chain and reduce performance.

Start and choke your engine and
control all spreader functions from
inside the warmth of your cab with
our easy-to-use controller.

12-inch Side Extensions

Sure-Flow™ Vibrator Kit

Adds approximately 2.0 cubic yd.
capacity to the spreader.

Delivers 200 pounds of force to break
up even the most stubborn materials.

Part #64127 (MDV944 Carbon)
Part #64129 (MDV1044 Carbon)
Part #64128 (MDV944 Stainless)
Part #64130 (MDV1044 Stainless)

Part #63390

MDV Options

Hydraulic Auger System
Delivers a more even flow of material
to the spinner with less moving parts
to maintain.
Part #63615 (MDV944)
Part #63619 (MDV1044)

60-gallon Liquid Pre-Wet
System
Decreases salt consumption and
reduces ice and snow melt time.
Part #64131
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Dump Truck SPREADERS

Under Tailgate shown with
Hydraulic Interlock System.

Q U I C K FA C TS
TYPE: Dump Truck Tailgate
VEHICLE: Medium-duty dump trucks
(15,000 GVW and up)
Inside dump body WIDTH:
RTG: 78"- 84"
RTG-XL: 84"- 90"
UTG: 88" or 96"
MATERIALS: Salt, 50/50
salt-sand, and sand
MOTOR: Electric or Hydraulic
DISCHARGE OPTIONS:
Driver’s Side: Electric or Hydraulic
Center: Electric
CONSTRUCTION: Carbon steel or
stainless steel
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Meyer UTG/RTGs.

Replaceable
Tailgate

Turn medium-duty dump trucks into high
performance salt spreaders.
To determine which unit
Getting a good return on your dump truck is important.
That’s why Meyer® makes the very best Under Tailgate
Spreaders (UTG) and Replaceable Tailgate Spreaders (RTG)
available. Both spreaders use a combination of a self 
contained auger with removable spinners. And with or 
without central hydraulics, our electric tailgate model can
easily be added to any dump truck.

is the best fit for you.

First, how much ground clearance do
you have from the floor of the dump bed
to the ground? If you have less than 44
inches, you need Meyer’s Replaceable
Tailgate Spreader. If you have 44 inches
or more of clearance, you don’t need to
replace the tailgate, use a Meyer UTG.
This unit mounts below the dump body
to allow normal dump body operations
when the spreader is not in use, saving
time by eliminating in-season installation.

Dump Truck SPREADERS

CTRI
LE

C

Our Safety Interlock System (electric or hydraulic) – disables the auger when
opening the bottom door – maintenance work becomes much safer and easier.

E

Safety Interlock System.

Shown with Electric
Interlock System.

Top/Bottom Cleanout

Adjustable Spinner

Controller

Spinners are easily removed without any tools and a hinged bottom door
makes clean out and blockage removal much easier. Paired with our Electric
Safety Interlock System, cleaning and maintenance is much safer.

Adjustable spinner frame on
hydraulic models allows you to easily
change the height of the spinner
mechanism.

Meyer makes spreader control easy
with a fully integrated variable speed
controller.

Center discharge for
complete lane coverage.
A Meyer exclusive.
Whether you need a UTG or RTG, Meyer electric
dump truck spreaders are perfect for parking lots
because the center drop allows for complete lane
coverage. It’s only available from Meyer.

MATERIAL
DROP ZONE
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Broadcast SPREADERS

Hotshot 100 HD

Q U I C K FA C TS
TYPE: Walk-behind broadcast spreader
CAPACITY: 70 lbs, 100 lbs
MATERIALS: Salt, 50/50 salt-sand,
and sand
CONSTRUCTION:
Hopper – polypropylene
Frame – carbon steel or stainless (HD)
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Meyer Hotshots.

All-season Broadcast Spreaders.
If you are looking for a heavy-duty broadcast spreader for all-season use,
look no further. Meyer® Hotshots™ are compact, easy to maneuver and built
to handle the extreme conditions of year-round use.

Designed to apply a variety of materials
Hotshots are designed to apply a variety of materials including top-dress sand, rock salt,
ice melt, limestone and fertilizer. Maximum spread range is from 12- to 18-feet, depending
on the model. For spreading in confined areas, Hotshots are equipped with an easy-to-remove
deflector shield that prevents the material from flying too far. And all three
Hotshot models feature ice-gripping tread pattern tires for enhanced traction.

Hotshot 70 HD

Hotshot 70

Hotshot 100 HD

Hotshot Features

Spreader Cover

Hotshot Salt Shield

Self-Lubricating Bearings

Easy Read Dial

Provides maximum protection from
the elements keeping your materials
dry and free flowing.

Prevents the material from spreading
in unwanted areas. Standard on all
Hotshots.

The axle and wheel bearings/
bushings provide self-lubrication
with excellent wear and load-carrying performance.

Adjust the material flow rate with
the easy-to-read dial.
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drop SPREADERS

Q U I C K FA C TS
DROP SPREADER: Walk-behind spreader
CAPACITY: 100 lbs
MATERIALS: Salt, 50/50 salt-sand,
and sand
CONSTRUCTION:
Hopper – stainless steel
Frame – carbon steel
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Meyer Hotshot Drop Spreader
®

TM

Walk-Behind Stainless Steel

Perfect for spreading material on walkways, paths, or anywhere you need
exact material placement. Hopper and major components are constructed
using corrosion resistant stainless steel. Spreads salt, sand or 50/50
mixture of salt/sand.

Smooth, even flow dispersion
Inverted-V and other major components are constructed using corrosion resistant stainless steel.

Hotshot Drop Spreader Features

Adjustable Material Flow

Salt Crusher

Winter Tires

Spreader Cover

Place the right amount of material
exactly where you want it with the
adjustble flow gate control.

Specially designed auger crushes
clumps of salt so you get even
material flow from the spreader.

Includes winter gripping tires for better
traction and safety on snow and ice.

Keeps material dry and free flowing.

TYPE: Hand-held spreader

Hotshot Hand-held Crank Spreader

CAPACITY: 5 lbs

This professional spreader holds up to 5 lbs. of ice
melt products. It’s easy to use: set the dial, pull the
trigger then rotate the lever in a clockwise position.
To stop material output, simply let go of the trigger.
Spreads ice-melt, fertilizer or seed for true fourseason performance.

MATERIALS: Ice-melt, fertilizer or seed
CONSTRUCTION: Poly
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Dump Truck SPREADERS

Q U I C K FA C TS
TYPE: Dump Truck Tailgate
VEHICLE: 15,000 GVW and up
WIDTH: 102 inches
FLOW RATE: 240 tons/hr.
MOTOR: Central hydraulics
MATERIALS: Asphalt, granular
materials
CONSTRUCTION: Carbon steel or
stainless steel
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Meyer Tailgate Cross Conveyor.
Conveys hot or cold material
on medium-duty vehicles.
The Meyer® Cross Conveyor is the most efficient method of distributing granular
or asphalt material on the market today. Whether you are shouldering material,
filling a ditch, patching asphalt, or spreading sand*, this heavy-duty conveyor
system performs like a workhorse while saving you labor, time and material.
*Requires optional spinner attachment. Not recommended for straight salt application.

Ease-to-use
Unit mounts below the dump body to allow normal dump
body operations when spreader is not in use which saves time
by eliminating in season installations and maximizes year-round
equipment investment.
•

Driver and Passenger side feedgates allow material to be discharged from either side.*

•

Quick detach 24-inch Extension can be removed easily without any tools

•

Hinged top cover makes dump truck functional during non spreading operations

* Requires optional spinner attachment. Not recommended for straight salt application.

Tailgate Cross Conveyor Features

High Temperature Belt Over Chain
High temperature, belt-over chain conveyor
makes dump truck functional during nonspreading activities.

24" Extension

Screw-type Gate Jacks

Can be mounted on either side for
optimal material flow.

Allows material output adjustment
when loaded.

Tailgate Cross Conveyor Options

Spinner Attachment Kit
The Spinner Attachment Kit includes everything you need to spread
sand or sand/salt mix. Part #63959

4-ft. Motorized Conveyor
Extension extends material drop

location approximately 4-ft. for moving a
variety of materials for shouldering and
trench filling applications. Part #63960

Rear Light Bar Kit

Includes stop, turn and tail lights, three
light cluster, junction box and both halves
of the 7 pin trailer plug. Part #63957
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Anti-icers

Hitch-mounted boom with stainless
steel cover features 5 nozzles with
3 spray patterns

Q U I C K FA C TS
TYPE: Anti-Icer
VEHICLE: 1/2-ton + pick-ups,
utility vehicles (100 gal.)
CAPACITY:
100, 200, 300 and 400 Gallon
MATERIALS: Sprays anti-ice, dust
control, herbicide and pesticide
MOTOR: 6.5 HP, electric start
PUMP: 8-20 GPM at 60 psi
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Meyer Anti-Icers.
®

Meyer’s unique space saving tank design Anti-Icer fits between the wheel wells of the
vehicle and cab, allowing you to utilize the bed to carry other material or equipment.
Available in 100 to 400 gallon capacities, our anti-icers feature 5 adjustable nozzles
with 3 spray patterns for each, jet tank agitation and wireless controls.

Space Saving
Tank Design
The unique tank design fits between the wheel wells of
the vehicle and cab allowing you to carry other material
or equipment. The hopper is secured with an easy-to-remove
tension bar.

Anti-Icer Features

Wireless Controls
Wireless control of all functions from
inside the cab.

Quick Removal Spray Bar
with Adjustable Spray Nozzles
Hitch mounted spray bar can easily
be removed.

Adjustable Spray Nozzle
Spray boom features 5 hand adjustable
spray nozzles for precise material
placement. Each nozzle features 3
different spray patterns.

Easily fits in utility vehicles
The 100 gallon unit fits in most
utility vehicles.

Adjustable Spray Gun/
Manual Hose Reel

Optional Electric Hose Reel with
Stainless Steel Roller Guides

Features multiple spray nozzles,
with extra-long 150 ft. hose, for
anti-icing foot traffic areas such as
sidewalks and steps.

Makes clean-up quick and easy by
pressing one button for rewinding hose.

Reservior Capacity
Available in 100, 200, 300
and 400 gallon capacities.
200 gal. capacity
(shown right)

Add a Blaster to make it easy to
spread material, anti-ice or pre-treat
rock salt at the spinner without
changing equipment.
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